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Detach the house and assemble the shown lighting parts into the detached house
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Replace the flame on the candle after that, the wires in between can be hidden 
behind the rack
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Remove the flame from the fireplace and replace by the lighting parts
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The light installation for this part is done
Now just put it on the side until the remain parts are done

The lighting 1x4 plate leftover would be assembled in here



Before the installation, remove the shown parts of the house
Then open the roof and take the brown lighting plates
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Take the brown lighting plates with two connectors attached to assemble them on the 
side without spider web attached. Beware the two plugs are different, the female 
plug in red circle has to be assembled on the side which faces the back door

Assemble the other lighting plates to the side with web attached
Watch the direction, the connector should be placed close to the bed
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Take the candle down and replace all the flames by the lighting flames
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Restore the candle and connect the plugs right above it
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Combine the house, before that leave the connect with male connector outside, the 
other one would be moved inside the house and lift to upstairs
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Connect the plugs as shown in red circle



Take the candle stands out from 2nd floor, replace then by the remain lighting parts
*The candle flame is located at the very end of the lighting parts

Then the candle which stands on the bucket, replace the flame as well
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Now take the candle stands in downstairs, take the flames out and replace by the 
lighting parts

Now put the candle stands with lighting flames assembled back to where they were
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Replace the lantern at the front door by the lighting lantern
You can pass the lantern out of the door through the window or the door 

Take the remain lights to upstairs and assemble the lighting plate as shown
Then restore all the candle stands
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The installation of the lights is done, now take the connectors out to gather both of 
them, connect the USB cable then you can power it up

Next, take the lighting round plates for the trees
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